THE
LGBTQ
OUTREACH UNIT
BUILDING THE RELATIONSHIP WITH THE LGBTQ COMMUNITY AND THE NYPD

@NYPDCommAffairs
THE LGBTQ OUTREACH UNIT COMMITS TO BUILDING THE RELATIONSHIP WITH THE LGBTQ COMMUNITY AND THE NYPD THROUGH:

• Providing Senior Safety Presentations

• Conducting “Conversation + Cops” Workshops

• Youth Workshops

• Providing education and informational materials at resource fairs and other events

• Assisting survivors of possible bias incidents

• Working with Police Precincts, Police Service Areas, and Transit Districts that are home to our visible LGBTQ communities.

• Collaborating with other city agencies and advocacy organizations

For additional information, please contact us at:

nypdlgbtoutreach@nypd.org
nyc.gov/nypdlgbtoutreach